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Economic Analysis Final Knowledge Domain 2 

Maunalua Bay was the source of a thriving Hawaiian community in pre-colonial Hawai‘i that              
contained the largest fishpond on O‘ahu, a system that was able to sustain a large population.                
Colonization and modernization have drastically changed the natural system to one that fits the              
needs of a large, urban population that relies more on grocery stores for food than the                
surrounding ecosystem. Maunalua Bay is now a major source of income for commercial             
operators and a center for recreation for both tourists and residents, but many still use the bay for                  
subsistence and traditional practices like fishing, limu gathering and ceremony. Mālama           
Maunalua is also a user of the bay and was created to address the obvious degradation that is                  
happening to the natural resources within the bay. During our class assessment of the current               
state of the bay, we came up with questions and components with the DPSIR framework to                
address four components that are important to the health of Maunalua Bay. Our group’s              
component focuses on the economic value of Maunalua Bay to commercial user groups.  

The total economic value of Maunalua Bay includes its direct use value, indirect use value, and                
non-use value. Direct use value is derived from the goods and services like fish, recreation, and                
aesthetics, that are consumed by individuals. Indirect use value includes benefits to society like              
storm protection that are not marketed for consumption. Non-use value comes from the             
importance individuals place on having the bay there for their descendants to enjoy or having the                
option to use the bay in a variety of ways in the future. These values are often referred to as                    
social ecosystem services (SES) because benefits are provided by nature and contribute human             
well-being in some way. Within the aforementioned examples of good and services, SES are              
categorized into three main categories: provisioning, regulating, and cultural (Biggs, et al.,            
2012). 

Given the timeframe of the proposed project, the scope will be limited to commercial operators               
who directly use the bay for recreational activities. There is a clear research gap regarding the                
value of Maunalua Bay to these businesses. Therefore, the purpose of this knowledge domain is               
to assess existing information regarding operator values of Maunalua Bay and identify what             
information is still needed. To inform and better conceptualize this process, a CMAP analysis              
was conducted and revised in varying phases of the knowledge domain compilation. 

As a result, under the driving central question of bay value to operators, four components were                
identified: generated profit, serviced customer trends, spatial use trends, and perceived impact.            
Assessing existing knowledge and identifying gaps of these aforementioned components will           
better inform the purpose of the proposed project and provide recommendations for future             
decision-making and implementation of management practices.  
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Conceptualization of System  
A revised CMAP was used to better conceptualize existing knowledge and needed knowledge,             
identify relationships, and better inform hypotheses for the identified research questions. It is             
driven by the central research question, regarding the value of Maunalua Bay to commercial              
operators who partake in direct recreational use. The map identifies four main components that              
drive the system: generated profits, serviced customer trends, spatial use trends, and perceived  
impact. All of these components affect how recreational businesses value this resource.  
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Research Questions and Formulated Hypotheses 
Given the four identified components, specific research questions were formulated to drive the             
central research question of value of Maunalua Bay to commercial operators. These specific             
research question guide the needed information to fill existing knowledge gaps within the             
system. 
 
Component one, generated profits, is driven by the following research questions, 

How does the bay support businesses? 
It is predicted that commercial operators will recognize that the health of the bay              
directly impacts their livelihoods because Maunalua Bay positively affects         
business by creating profitable opportunities, employment, and being a tourist          
destination. 
 

Component two, serviced customer trends, is driven by the following research questions, 
How many customers do commercial operators service annually? Are the          
majority non-residents? Where is the predominant country of origin? How do           
monthly operations vary? 
It is predicted that commercial operators service approximately 500,000         
customers annually. The majority of these customers are visitors, from the           
continental United States. In terms of operational trends, operations will peak in            
the months of July and August and be lowest in the months of November and               
February.  
 

Component three, spatial use trends, is driven by the following research questions, 
How do businesses use Maunalua Bay? What areas within the bay do they use              
and why? 
It is predicted that areas within the bay utilized by commercial operators will             
vary depending on the use identified in the first question, but once the use is               
identified, similar activities will be concentrated in a few defined areas because            
of DLNR zoning restrictions. This heavy use in concentrated areas will lead to             
the ecosystems directly within these “high-use” areas to degrade faster than           
others within the bay. 

 
Component four, impact perception, is driven by the following research questions, 

How do businesses think they directly or indirectly impact the bay? How do             
businesses think the health of the bay might impact them?  
It is predicted that businesses recognize their livelihoods are dependent on the            
health of Maunalua Bay, but they may be less aware of their own impacts on the                
bay or perceive them to be minimal. 
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Developmental Process 
In beginning to develop the knowledge domain, an initial CMAP was generated by the group               
(see Appendix). This CMAP was created without any provided context, and therefore, was             
created with the intention of conceptualizing a holistic economic valuation for Maunalua Bay.             
The central question, “Why is the bay important to businesses?” drove the process. Ultimately              
concepts and relationships were categorized into four main components: natural resources,           
profitability, education and outreach, and culture. Each group member began to design research             
questions around the central question, and within the four, identified driving components.  
 
Upon correspondence with Pam Weiant, of Mālama Maunalua, these research questions took            
another form. Specific expectations were communicated, which better informed the intended           
outcomes for the proposed research. In this discussion, specific information needs were            
identified and used to formulated research questions aimed to address those knowledge gaps.             
With the identified research questions, a literature review was conducted to assess the extent of               
data gaps and to inform hypotheses for the aforementioned questions.  
 
A revised CMAP was then created to reflect the identified research questions, assessment of              
knowledge gaps, and existing trends and data found within the literature. The new CMAP              
drastically narrowed in scope for the economic valuation for Maunalua Bay. It focused             
exclusively on value to commercial operators who directly use the bay for recreational activity.              
The revised CMAP is driven by four, scaled components: generated profits, serviced customer             
trends, spatial use trends, and impact perception.  
 
Evidence 
Maunalua Bay is located on the southeastern coast of O‘ahu. The bay consists of 6.5 square                
miles of ocean water and nearly 8 miles of shoreline (Mālama Maunalua, 2009). More than               
20,000 households, over 60,000 residents, reside within the boundaries of the bay (from Koko              
Head Point to Black Point). This area is known for being one of the most affluent areas on the                   
Island of O‘ahu with a median family income of $100,001 to $186,367 (Office of Planning,               
2013).  
 
Labor statistics for the Maunalua Bay area are limited. The majority of data surrounding              
employment in Hawai‘i are focused at the state or county level, no study has been done within                 
Maunalua Bay to assess how the bay supports businesses. Throughout the United States, several              
assessments have been completed to determine the economic value of a specific bay. These              
assessments found that bays are extremely valuable to business (Kauffman & Cruz-Ortiz, 2012;             
Hindsley, 2014; TBEP and TBRPC, 2014). Researchers in Florida estimated that Tampa Bay             
influenced over 660,000 jobs out of 1 million (throughout the Tampa Bay Estuary Watershed)              
and 300,000 of these jobs directly relied on the health of the bay (TBEP and TBRPC, 2014). The                  
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Bay is used for recreational activities including fishing, boating, diving, parasailing, windsurfing,            
jet-skiing, outrigger canoe paddling, and surfing (Maunalua Bay Conservation Action Plan,           
2009). In a very preliminary assessment, it was determined that over 35 business throughout              
Maunalua Bay were dependent on visitors to the bay. There has been no economic evaluation of                
Maunalua Bay, To better understand the economic value of the bay for businesses, a survey will                
be conducted to address questions about the businesses employment statistics, revenue, expenses,            
and tourism. It is hypothesised that businesses will recognize that the health of the bay directly                
impacts their livelihoods because Maunalua Bay positively affects the businesses by creating            
profitable opportunities, employment, and being a tourist destination. 
 
The recreational businesses that operate in Maunalua Bay, such as Bob's Hawaii Adventure LLC,              
Hawaii Kai LCC dba Hawaiian Surf Adventures, Honolulu Diving Co., Inc., Island Parasail,             
Island Watersports Hawaii, Inc., Ohana Dive Company, LLC, Sea Breeze Jetski, LLC, Sea             
Breeze Parasailing, Ltd., Sea Eagle Diving Corporation, are positively affected by the bay             
because they have permits to access and use the bay commercially. These businesses market              
towards visitors to the island. Tourism is the largest single source of private capital for Hawai‘i’s                
economy. In 2016, visitors spent $42.7 million per day in the State of Hawai‘i, $19.9 million per                 
day was spent on O‘ahu. (Hawai‘i Tourism Authority, 2017). Tourism in Hawaii has generated              
190,000 jobs (Hawai‘i Tourism Authority, 2017). It is estimated that each tourism job generates              
1.5 indirect jobs (United Nations Environmental Programme, 2011). The Hawaii Tourism           
Authority found Hawaii’s natural beauty, nature, and scenery were the most important aspect of              
a visitor's trip, second to the natural beauty was the actives and attractions tourists participated in                
or visited.  
 
Customers, especially tourists, drive generated profit for commercial operations, influencing the           
livelihoods of the owners and their employees. Trends of serviced customers are important to              
operators, as they influence how operations change over time in response to those trends. There               
are no preexisting studies that document annual trends in commercial recreation customers for             
Maunalua Bay. However, both, the Department of Business, Economic Development & Tourism            
(DBET) and the Hawaiʻi Tourism Authority (HTA) report annual visitor data and trends for the               
island of Oʻahu, which may be used to inform predictions of visitor number, origin, and               
frequency trends in Maunalua Bay. 
 
The preliminary 2016 visitor statistics for Oʻahu (DBET, 2016) reports a total of approximately              
5.46 million visitors for the year. Of that total, approximately 3.9 million (71%) reported visiting               
for the purpose of pleasure and/or vacation. From this figure, it is predicted 500,00, roughly               
one-eighth of these visitors are customers serviced by commercial operators and engaged in             
commercial recreation in Maunalua Bay. The HTA’s 2015 Annual Visitor Research Report            
(Nahoopili et al., 2015) presents visitor country of origin trends for the years 2006 to 2015. In                 
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2015, the predominant visitor was from the U.S. (west coast), followed closely by Japan, and               
U.S. (east coast) with the third most. The report also states a downward trend in Japanese visitors                 
since its peak in 2012. From this figure, it is predicted that U.S. will be the predominant                 
customer country of origin. The DBET Oʻahu visitor statistics also provide a breakdown of              
monthly counts for pleasure and/or vacation visitors. The file reports August, followed by July              
has the highest counts and the months of November and February have the lowest. Based on                
these figures, it is predicted that commercial operations in Maunalua Bay will follow the state               
trend. Although informed by these reports, specific information regarding annual numbers,           
country of origin, and monthly recreational operation trends are needed in order to determine              
economic value of the bay to commercial operators. Theses statistics may better inform Mālama              
Maunalua and other interest groups on all types of use trends in the bay. 
 
Recreational use is a large driver of the system and component of the overarching question that                
was identified in the CMAP revision. This section of the CMAP identifies two questions related               
to “recreational use” and “use impact”. 1) How do businesses use Maunalua Bay? 2) What areas                
within the bay do they use and why? From initial research a hypothesis in response to these                 
questions is that areas within the bay utilized by commercial operators will vary depending on               
the use identified in the first question, but once the use is identified, similar activities will be                 
concentrated in a few defined areas because of DLNR zoning restrictions. This heavy use in               
concentrated areas will lead to the ecosystems directly within these “high-use” areas to degrade              
faster than others within the bay. 
 
Businesses are transparent about what activities they offer through their websites but the exact              
location of where these activities take place within Maunalua Bay is not something that most of                
them advertise through the website. From our group research, we were able to identify the main                
activities businesses offered that either directly or indirectly use the bay. About seven different              
activities or uses were identified, but this may not be all of them. We selected the main activities                  
advertised on the businesses websites. We also were able to identify whether these businesses              
were permitted or unpermitted. This will be important when moving forward with the second              
part of the question on where these uses are specifically taking place within the bay. 
 
There is currently no known map or information that collectively shows exactly where all              
activities of direct commercial users are taking place within the bay. As a group, we have                
gathered together all the known commercial businesses that have some link to Maunalua Bay              
whether they are located along the water or organize activities that utilize the bay in some way                 
into an excel spreadsheet. This list includes both permitted operators (businesses that are legally              
allowed to conduct operations within the bay) and unpermitted operators (those who operate             
within the bay illegally). It is easier to identify permitted operators use and location of the bay                 
because follow the DLNR DOBOR rules and boundaries. Permanent mooring balls are placed at              
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various locations within the bay for the use of commercial snorkel and SCUBA operations              
(Figure 1). Thrill crafts like jet skis and paragliding are constrained to boundaries outlined in               
Figure 2. Most of the permitted businesses will utilize and abide by the DOBOR rules. Other                
activities are hard to gauge the exact location. Most identified businesses have a website, but               
details about actual location of activities within the bay are vague. 
  
To obtain specific location from each business of what areas they frequent a Google Earth map                
will be attached to the survey (Figure 3). This survey will be used to gather information to help                  
answer the other research questions for our project. Each business will be asked in person to fill                 
out the survey and the last pages will contain a map of the overall bay (Figure 3) and a more                    
zoomed in map to the harbor and Portlock side of the bay. This tool has been used by scientists                   
conducting community-based research to understand the location, importance, and use of natural            
resources by community members (Akutagawa 2014). The hope is to have the business owner or               
manager complete the survey, but because of time, other qualified employees may be able to               
complete the survey. In the map section, the survey participant will be asked to mark areas that                 
their business frequents. If there are several locations a numerical value of how often per day or                 
week will be associated with each point. This has proven to be an effective and accurate tool to                  
map uses and resources and also a way to involve community, or in our case businesses, in the                  
process of answering our class question. 
  
The information gathered from the map portion of the survey will be inputted into GIS for                
further analysis and organizing, along with the known mooring locations and boundaries            
provided by DOBOR. The overall product will be a Google Earth map with points for business                
location in the bay. These points can be categorized into high use versus low use with a color                  
scheme. From this information, we will be able to answer the above questions and identify areas                
of highest usage so appropriate planning can address these areas. 
 

   
Figure 1. Mooring locations Figure 2. DOBOR activity restrictions 
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Figure 3. Survey location map 
 
As we gain more information on the economic value of Maunalua Bay, it is also important to                 
understand how commercial operators view their relationship with the bay. Operators’ perception            
of this relationship will influence the management of the bay and their relationship with Malama               
Maunalua. The CMAP leads us to two questions: 1) How do businesses think they directly or                
indirectly impact the bay? 2) How do businesses think the health of the bay might impact them?  
 
There are currently no existing studies on the effects that users of Maunalua Bay have on the                 
bay’s health. However, many studies have documented the impacts of tourism and water-based             
recreation on various aquatic ecosystems. Some of the potential consequences include noise            
pollution, water contamination, coral reef disturbance, littering, and invasive species introduction           
(Dokulil, 2013). A 1993 report to the state legislature by the Hanauma Bay Task Force also                
concluded that the reef was “threatened by thousands of daily visitors stirring up and clouding               
the water with sediment, and touching, trampling, and breaking the live coral…” (Mak and              
Moncur, 1995).  
 
However, we are not sure whether commercial operators in Maunalua Bay are aware of these               
potential impacts. Briefly browsing the websites of water sports businesses around Maunalua            
Bay, only a handful of them cite “protecting, educating and respecting nature”            
(SouthPacificHawaii.com) as part of their mission. Businesses that have similar statements will            
likely consider their impact on Maunalua Bay to be minimal or non-problematic.  
 
A study by Bonaiuto, Breakwell, and Cano (1996) found that people who are more attached to an                 
area tend to perceive the area as less polluted than visitors. Considering this study, it may be                 
interesting to know where business owners in Maunalua Bay are from or how long they’ve               
operated in the bay. Information about where a majority of their customers are from will also be                 
interesting to note. If a majority of business owners and customers are from the area, they may                 
be less inclined to see any degradation of Maunalua Bay. Because of this, they may not                
recognize that their actions have any effect on the quality of Maunalua Bay. 
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In an economic valuation of San Francisco Bay (2008), interviewed stakeholders were generally             
supportive of protecting and restoring the subtidal habitats of San Francisco Bay. Stakeholders             
included the Port of San Francisco, the San Francisco Bay Area Water Emergency             
Transportation Authority, and several environmental organizations. Stakeholders agreed that         
habitat restoration would enhance recreational experiences through improved views and water           
quality, and would therefore be beneficial to businesses that use the bay. The report, however,               
does not specifically state what businesses think their own impact is on San Francisco Bay.  
 
Through our survey, we hope to gain a better understanding of the perceived relationship              
between businesses and Maunalua Bay. With the evidence presented here, we can predict that              
businesses recognize their livelihoods are dependent on the health of Maunalua Bay, but they              
may be less aware of their own impacts on the bay or perceive them to be minimal. In our first                    
meeting with Mālama Maunalua, they mentioned that business owners have been reluctant to             
talk with the organization about how they value the bay. Our survey will hopefully be helpful for                 
Mālama Maunalua in their future work with surrounding businesses and other interest groups.  
 
Reflection of CMAP Process 
The class CMAP was created two days after our initial visit to Maunalua Bay but before we had                  
selected the specific topics we were to focus on. The class CMAP mainly addressed ecosystem               
production functions, it did not address many potential responses, direct and indirect use, or              
discuss what is meaningful for the stakeholders. Yee et al. (2015) explains that an important step                
in the decision analysis process is understanding stakeholder objectives. Although the class            
looked at many different stakeholders, this is not represented in the class CMAP. For the               
economic CMAP there was an emphasis on the ecosystem services valuation functions by             
looking at the demand, accessibility, and substitutability by stakeholder to better understand the             
value of Maunalua Bay.  

The first day of initial construction of the CMAP (see Appendix) proved difficult for our group.                
Coming up with essential criteria that fed into our overall question and even wording our               
question correctly were challenging with such a broad topic and little information about how best               
to define the project. We created a “parking lot” with all of our ideas that pertained to the project,                   
then went through prioritizing and organizing each item. From our initial discussion we             
identified the four main components to our central question of why Maunalua Bay is important               
to businesses. 
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Writing the narrative provided an opportunity to finalize the components of our first CMAP and               
make sure components were clearly linked. Through this process we changed some of the              
relationships and linking words to fit the narrative.  
 
The wording of our central question changed once we received an email from Pam Weiant of                
Malama Maunalua, describing her expectations for the project. Our research questions also            
changed, Pam provided specific questions and data that she wanted us to collect. From this               
correspondence we created a new CMAP that better aligns with the questions, hypotheses, and              
evidence discussed above. The new CMAP focuses on four main sections. The first section              
explores profitability, through generated revenue and expenses of commercial operators and how            
livelihoods of employers and employees. The next section considers visitor trends by looking at              
annual customer numbers, country of origin, and monthly visit trends. Spatial distribution of             
recreational operators is another aspect of the revised CMAP. This focuses on conceptualizing             
spatial use patterns in the bay. The last section focuses on perceived impacts: how operations               
affect the health of the bay, and conversely, how changes in bay health affect operations.               
Identifying and analyzing these relationships of these components better inform the           
understanding of the project’s central research question.  
 
Identification of Driving Systems 
 

 
 
The relationship between natural resources and the economy is complex and contains several             
different but related systems. The broad relationship between the health of Maunalua Bay and              
the businesses that utilize the bay can be represented with a system of three reinforcing loops and                 
one balancing loop. This system includes three stocks--the quality of Maunalua Bay, users of the               
bay, and business profits. Users of the bay value clear waters and healthy coral reefs. However,                
this is considered a weak connection since many users may not recognize all the              
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social-ecological benefits of a healthy bay. There is also a time lapse between a change in bay                 
quality and a change to users’ lives that weakens this connection. A healthy bay brings more                
users to the area, which increases profits for businesses. This allows businesses to continue to               
employ workers and increase their expenses, a reinforcing loop. However, as businesses continue             
to expand their operations, this can negatively affect the conditions of the bay. Business profits               
are dependent on large numbers of bay users, who may degrade bay quality through pollution,               
introduction of invasive species, or depletion of resources. This might require businesses to             
reduce their operations in the bay or prevent them from further expansion, creating a balancing               
loop.  
 
Outward Reflections and Next Steps 
When reflecting back to the initial DPSIR framework, ultimately the health and condition of the               
bay impacts the value of that resource to commercial operators. Reef ecosystem and water              
quality states are major components that drive success of recreational businesses. These            
businesses rely on relatively good quality of each to attract customers. If reef ecosystems are               
degraded to a level that there are limited species to see, scuba diving and other marine                
observational activity would cease. Likewise, if water quality made visibility poor for            
recreational users or adverse conditions for surface activities, those operations would suffer as             
well. These two states are negatively impacted by land-based pollution, especially sediments            
which degrade both states. By recognizing the pressures sediments have on reef ecosystem and              
marine water quality, a larger system is recognized in these ecosystem processes are very much a                
part of the social well-being of the Maunalua Bay community. 
 
Although these aspects of social well-being are not readily recognized in literature, the proposed              
project aims to address these research needs. The next steps of this process will require a survey,                 
designed to accurately address the identified research questions. Recreational businesses within           
Maunalua Bay will also be identified and contacted. The intended results of the survey will better                
inform Mālama Maunalua and other interest groups on the value of the bay to commercial               
operators. Therefore, allowing for a better understanding of the needs of these users and their               
perceived impacts, so that the condition of the bay can be improved for the ecosystem and                
community of Maunalua.  
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Appendix 
 
Initial group generated CMAP. 
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Constructed narrative for the initial CMAP. 
 
Four components were identified as key to the research question “What is the economic value of                
Maunalua Bay to commercial user groups?” These four components include profitability, culture,            
outreach, and natural resources. 

Maunalua Bay is the epicentre of Hawaiʻi Kai and with that has been important in retaining and                 
creating culture. People are drawn to the town centers along Maunalua Bay that are lined with different                 
businesses providing a variety of activities whether it’s enjoying delicious food with a view or being out                 
on the water to look at the wildlife. This combination of environment and activities builds a sense of                  
community that is important for cultural identity and community relationships. These are both important              
for residents that help create this sense of place and brings character to the area that attracts tourists.                  
Tourists are drawn to the activities that businesses offer but they also enjoy being somewhere with local                 
residents. 

Because Maunalua Bay creates a sense of place and attracts both tourists and local residents,               
businesses in the area are able to generate profits and sustain livelihoods. There are a number of                 
businesses that directly depend on the bay for recreational activities, such as diving, snorkeling, surfing,               
boating, and jet skiing. Maunalua Bay is also the primary location on Oʻahu for people to experience a                  
water jet pack. Many restaurants also advertise the beautiful view of Maunalua Bay on their websites, and                 
reviewers often cite the view as a positive part of their dining experience. This suggests that Maunalua                 
Bay contributes some level of revenue for businesses whether they use the bay directly or indirectly.                
Profitability allows businesses to continue to provide income for employees, who are likely residents of               
nearby communities.  

Through organizations like Mālama Maunalua, Maunalua Bay creates opportunities for outreach           
and education, which increases public awareness, encourages conservation efforts and fosters community            
stewardship. The bay has been used as a meeting place for community members, researchers, and               
students to address issues surrounding invasive algae, water quality, fishing, and sediment transport.             
Several of the conservation efforts have created jobs for the surrounding communities and helped              
addressed concerns regarding the health of the bay. The bay also encourages ecotourism, drawing tourists               
to the area to experience the beauty of Hawai‘i.  
The beauty of the bay is beheld in the ecosystem’s natural resources. These natural resources provide                
social ecosystem services (SES) to all users of the area. The aesthetics of the surface water of the bay is                    
enjoyed by visitors, businesses, and community, but also influenced by these users. The bay serves many                
forms of recreation, and engagement in this direct-use affects the quality and other physical characteristics               
of the water. These effects can impact the very marine life that people come to see. Fish, dolphins,                  
whales, coral, marine invertebrates, and species in-between are sought after in this bay, influencing values               
and actions. Ultimately, the natural resources are what shapes culture in and of this place, drives                
profitability, and inspires education and outreach; a truly integrated, interconnected, and ever complex             
system.   
 
 




